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Horizontal gene transfer in
eukaryotic evolution
Patrick J. Keeling* and Jeffrey D. Palmer‡

Abstract | Horizontal gene transfer (HGT; also known as lateral gene transfer) has had an
important role in eukaryotic genome evolution, but its importance is often overshadowed
by the greater prevalence and our more advanced understanding of gene transfer in
prokaryotes. Recurrent endosymbioses and the generally poor sampling of most nuclear
genes from diverse lineages have also complicated the search for transferred genes.
Nevertheless, the number of well-supported cases of transfer from both prokaryotes
and eukaryotes, many with significant functional implications, is now expanding rapidly.
Major recent trends include the important role of HGT in adaptation to certain specialized
niches and the highly variable impact of HGT in different lineages.
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Horizontal gene transfer (HGT), also known as lateral
gene transfer, refers to the movement of genetic information across normal mating barriers, between more
or less distantly related organisms, and thus stands in
distinction to the standard vertical transmission of genes
from parent to offspring.
Extant eukaryotes arose by HGT on the grandest
scale possible — the endosymbiosis and subsequent
genetic integration of entire organisms that gave rise to
the mitochondrion and the plastid. However, the importance of subsequent, ongoing HGT in eukaryotes has
been under-appreciated since the outset of the genomics
era for a variety of reasons. First, the early recognition of
the importance of HGT in bacterial evolution, and continuing debate about exactly how profound this has been
(see Refs 1–6 for examples), have overshadowed the role
of HGT in eukaryotes. Second, most of the earliest and
even the most current evidence for HGT in eukaryotes comes from protists, whereas most biologists study
animals (or at least plants or fungi) and therefore often
overlook, or dismiss as insignificantly aberrant, findings
from such obscure creatures. Lastly, the erroneous report
of substantial HGT in the human genome7–9 has probably chilled the field, tarnished more credible claims for
eukaryotic HGT, and possibly inhibited scientists from
looking for HGT in the many subsequently sequenced
animal genomes, and perhaps even in fungal and plant
genomes.
Nevertheless, HGT has altered our concepts of the
genome, the species and the tree (or web) of life in the
bacterial world, and now cases of HGT in eukaryotes
are emerging at an increasing rate and account for

many adaptively important traits. Indeed, the number
of cases of HGT involving eukaryotes is now so great
that it no longer makes sense to attempt to comprehensively compile individual cases, as has been done in past
reviews10–12. Instead, we will use selected examples to
highlight emerging trends and questions.

Detecting and evaluating cases of HGT
Several approaches can lead to the suspicion that HGT
has occurred, but so-called ‘surrogate’ methods 13 to
identify potential cases of HGT are insufficient unless
followed up by formal phylogenetic analysis. The widely
publicized but overstated claim in 2001 that the draft
human genome contained about one hundred genes
acquired from bacteria at the onset of or during vertebrate evolution7 illustrates this problem: top BLAST hits
were used to identify human genes, the closest ‘relatives’
of which were bacterial homologues, but subsequent
phylogenetic analysis often negated this relationship9.
HGT was also inferred (along with the alternative possibility of massive gene loss) for cases in which human
genes had homologues in bacteria but not in the then
four other ‘completely’ sequenced eukaryotic genomes7.
These cases were undermined by finding closer homologues in incompletely sequenced eukaryotic genomes,
supporting gene loss8,14.
The gold standard for identifying HGT with confidence is phylogenetic incongruence — this occurs if
there is strong conflict between the phylogenies of the
gene and of the organism. Even then, several potentially
confounding factors must still be taken into account.
Although our understanding of eukaryotic phylogeny
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Figure 1 | The major bifurcations and reticulations in eukaryotic evolution.
Nature Reviews | Genetics
A simplified tree of eukaryotes is shown, consisting of five putative ‘supergroups’.
Some relationships are highly uncertain, and these are shown as polytomies,
whereas other relationships are supported by some evidence but need further
testing, and these are shown as dashed lines (summarized in Ref. 158). In particular,
there are recent and important indications that Rhizaria fall within
Chromalveolates103,159, which has interesting implications for plastid evolution if
proven to be true. Major endosymbiotic events that led to the origin and spread of
mitochondria and plastids are shown as vertical arrows. Black solid arrows indicate
the primary endosymbioses at the origin of mitochondria and plastids. Red and
green arrows indicate the movement of red or green plastids, respectively, by
secondary (solid arrows) and tertiary (dashed arrows) endosymbioses. Lineages in
which a plastid organelle is presently known to exist are indicated by coloured
circles beside the name (red or green for red algae or green algae and all the plastids
derived from them, and blue for glaucophytes to emphasize their independence
from red and green algae). Lineages with a substantial mix of photosynthetic and
non-photosynthetic species are partially filled. The dinoflagellate plastid is shown as
red for simplicity, because only a single small lineage contains the secondary green
plastid: the majority of dinoflagellate plastids are derived from red algae. Accurate
knowledge of the tree of eukaryotes is essential for studying horizontal gene
transfer (HGT) because, as described in the main text, clear-cut and well-supported
deviation from this organismal tree in a given gene tree provides the best evidence
for HGT. Similarly, our knowledge of endosymbiotic events allows us to recognize
where to expect to find the genes that are derived from such events. Cases like the
tertiary endosymbionts in dinoflagellates offer complex situations that are useful
models to study the effects of symbiosis on gene movement.

is rapidly improving (FIG. 1), to confidently detect phylogenetic incongruence requires a level of taxonomic
sampling for the gene in question that is often lacking at
present, and therefore some HGTs will be overlooked. In
some cases, HGT is difficult to distinguish from ancestral gene duplication and differential gene loss15–17. In
other cases, unusual trees are simply misleading because
they are artefacts of phylogenetic reconstruction owing
to an unusual mode or rate of evolution (which can yield
strongly supported but incorrect trees). Nonetheless,
there are a large and growing number of cases at the
other end of the spectrum, in which well-supported
and well-sampled phylogenies demonstrate a glaring
conflict with organismal relationships that are also
well-supported. This suggests that some proportion of
the more poorly supported trees is probably the result
of HGT.

Endosymbiosis and massive HGT
A profound difference between prokaryotes and eukaryotes is the importance of endosymbiosis. The origin of
the cytoskeleton and endocytosis enabled eukaryotes to
readily engulf and feed on other cells18, which are occasionally retained as endosymbionts (FIG. 1). Numerous
well-established endosymbiotic partnerships have been
described between a variety of eukaryotic hosts and
prokaryotic or eukaryotic endosymbionts19–22. The level
of host–symbiont integration ranges from transient
affairs to permanent and obligatory marriages, each of
which provides an opportunity for genes to move to a
new genome (FIG. 2).
Primary symbiosis and endosymbiotic gene transfer. The
two prominent endosymbioses in eukaryotic evolution
are, of course, the origin of mitochondria and plastids
from an alpha-proteobacterium and a cyanobacterium,
respectively. All of the examined organellar genomes
encode only a small fraction of the organelle’s proteins:
from 3 (or perhaps 2 in the case of Oxyrrhis marina23) to
67 for mitochondria and from 15 to 209 for plastids. The
majority of organelle proteins are encoded by nuclear
genes, so massive endosymbiotic gene transfer (EGT)
has been inferred to have taken place in the evolution
of both organelles24,25. In the case of plastids, some of
these genes were transferred repeatedly, initially from
organelle to nucleus (discussed in this section) and, in
secondary and tertiary plastids, from endosymbiont
nucleus to host nucleus (FIG. 1; BOX 1). Many organellederived genes have also been hypothesized to now supply proteins to other cellular compartments, so enzymes
of some biochemical pathways are derived from different
sources, targeted to a compartment other than that from
which they originated, or both26–28. The scale of such
a contribution is not entirely clear, but some analyses
suggest it is significant24,25,29.
The similarities in residual gene content among
plastids, and among mitochondria, suggest that most
organellar genes were transferred in early, and perhaps
rapid, migrations. The subsequent tempo of EGT has
been highly punctuated, with bursts of transfer interspersed with, or terminating in, long periods of stasis30.
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In a phylogeny, when a
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A general eukaryotic cellular
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symbiotic association with
another, specifically by
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of its host.
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another, specifically by
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Figure 2 | You are what you eat, what you live on, what lives on you, and what lives in you. Several behaviours
and life-styles can enhance horizontal gene transfer (HGT), some of which are shown here. The predatory
ciliate| Genetics
Nature Reviews
Didinium engulfs and digests another ciliate, Paramecium, as shown by SEM (a) (photo courtesy of W. Foissner,
University of Salzburg). Phagotrophy, especially in microbial eukaryotes in which the germ and soma cells are the
same, could greatly enhance the access of an organism to foreign DNA. The stem of the parasitic plant Cuscuta
(dodder) entwines the stem of its host plant, Glechoma (b) (photo courtesy of K. Robertson, Illinois Natural History
Survey). The parasite Cuscuta forms intimate connections with the vascular system of its host, Glechoma, which are
called haustoria (c) (photo courtesy of H. Albrecht and J. Yoder, University of California, Davis). Several cases of
mitochondrial HGT between parasitic plants and their hosts have been described (BOX 3). Plastid movement by
successive rounds of endosymbiosis has affected several groups of eukaryotes. Kryptoperidinium is a consortium
between a dinoflagellate and a diatom (d). Nuclei of both partners (blue) are adjacent to one another (the dinoflagellate
nucleus is round with bright spots, the diatom nucleus is multi-lobed and less bright) and the diatom plastids are red
(photo by P.K.). The sea slug Elysia clarki is bright green (e) because it retains photosynthetically active plastids from its
food algae for months after the food has otherwise been digested (photo courtesy of S. Pierce, Gulfbase at Texas A&M
University–Corpus Christi). Permanent and long-term endosymbiotic associations lead to large-scale sequence
migrations, but the depth of this impact has not been wholly investigated in most systems, including in Kryptoperidium
and Elysia clarki. Some interspecies associations that are highly specific and long term are probably less integrated at
the genetic level but nonetheless provide opportunities for transfer. The surface of a devescovinid flagellate is
completely covered with a uniform layer of bacteria (f), whereas the flagellate Barbulonympha also takes up bacteria
into its cytoplasm (g) (both photos by K. Carpenter, University of British Columbia and P.K.).

Many genes also have a patchy distribution across extant
organellar genomes, implying repeated loss or repeated
EGT24,30. This pattern is most dramatically evident in
plant plastids31 and even more so in mitochondria: the
study of 280 diverse angiosperms has revealed a massively parallel, highly punctuated and gene-specific
pattern of evolutionarily recent EGT for 16 of the 40
mitochondrial-protein genes that were examined32,33. By
contrast, animals exhibit profound stasis in mitochondrial gene content: not one case of functional EGT has
been reported across the 600 million years of metazoan
evolution, despite sequencing of thousands of animal
mitochondrial genomes (BOX 2).
Many nuclear genomes contain many organellarderived sequences, some as large as entire organellar
genomes, whereas comparative and experimental studies
indicate high rates of introduction and elimination of
these sequences34–38. These findings establish that nuclear
genomes are adept at taking up foreign DNA, which is

also an important precondition for HGT. However, the
frequent transfer of mitochondrial genes in angiosperms
seems to be largely an RNA-mediated process, as most
functionally transferred genes are distinguishable from
their mitochondrial progenitors by the lack of introns
and/or RNA editing sites30,33 (see Ref. 39 for an alternative view). Many recently transferred genes acquired
their targeting sequences — and probably their upstream
promoter and regulatory sequences — from longstanding nuclear genes for proteins that are targeted to
the same compartment30,33,40,41. This emphasizes the fluidity of nuclear genomes and the potential of fortuitous
recombination events to create properly expressed and
targeted genes.
Gene transfer from bacterial endosymbionts. Unlike
mitochondria and plastids, we know relatively little
about many of the other intimate associations with ectosymbionts and endosymbionts (FIG. 2). Two recent findings
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Box 1 | Secondary and tertiary endosymbiosis: Matryoshka dolls of cells and genomes
Although the great majority of evidence suggests that plastids arose only once in eukaryotic evolution (for discussion
and review see Refs 110–113), they subsequently spread to many other diverse eukaryotic lineages by secondary
eukaryotic–eukaryotic endosymbioses110,114 (FIG. 1). In most algal lineages that trace back to secondary symbioses, all
of the hundreds of plastid-derived genes from the endosymbiont nucleus have been transferred to the host nucleus
and the endosymbiont nucleus has disappeared, but in two cases it persists as a highly reduced relic called a
nucleomorph110,114. In the most extreme cases known, certain dinoflagellates have engaged in yet another round of
tertiary endosymbiosis by taking up another alga with a different secondary plastid, resulting in a complex genomic
heritage (FIG. 1). Thus, many of the genes that are acquired by primary cyanobacterial endosymbiosis have been
transferred over and over again during eukaryotic evolution, initially from plastid to nucleus (and often many times
separately24,31), repeatedly and en masse from nucleus to nucleus during each secondary symbiosis, and yet again from
nucleus to nucleus in each tertiary symbiosis.
An important complication in all tertiary endosymbioses is that the host is also from a photosynthetic lineage (that
is, dinoflagellates), so it either possessed a plastid during the symbiosis, or once possessed one. The potential
complexities in gene transfer and genomic chimerism afforded by such redundancy are illustrated by a study of
endosymbiotic gene transfer in the dinoflagellate Karlodinium. The tertiary plastid in this alga is present owing to the
replacement of the original dinoflagellate plastid (of secondary origin) with a new one (also of secondary origin)
derived from a haptophyte alga (FIG. 1). Nuclear genes for plastid-targeted proteins in this organism would be
expected to be derived from haptophytes, because that is where the plastid came from, and indeed the first such
proteins to be described were exactly so115. Yet, analysis of a large number of plastid-targeted proteins subsequently
showed that both haptophyte and dinoflagellate proteins were retained, and both are seemingly targeted to the new
plastid, resulting in a highly chimeric plastid proteome75.
Another complexity is that many lineages of protists are hypothesized to have once contained a plastid105,116,117 (FIG. 1),
but do not apparently contain one now118–120. Strong support for this with respect to the oomycetes comes from the
discovery of 855 genes of putatively cyanobacterial or red-algal origin in the nucleus of Phytophthora, 295 of which are
shared with the diatom Thalassiossira120. However, the ciliate genomes that have been sequenced seem to lack any
plastid-derived genes119,121, and so either these two species have totally lost all vestige of a photosynthetic ancestry, or
some plastid-derived genes were overlooked, or the Chromalveolate hypothesis105,116,117 (FIG. 1) is wrong. The first two
possibilities are not unlikely given the complexities of whole-genome phylogenetic analyses and the near-total loss of
plastid-derived genes (only seven seem to remain) in the aplastidic apicomplexan Cryptosporidium parvum122, which
clearly once had a plastid123. By contrast, the presence of ‘plastid genes’ in trypanosomatid parasites was used to argue
for a photosynthetic ancestry of this group124, but subsequent analyses have undermined these claims76,125.

in such systems suggest that symbiosis-mediated gene
transfers will be found in many more genomes. First,
large tracts of Wolbachia DNA have moved, often quite
recently, from these common intracellular bacterial
endosymbionts to the nuclear genome of their insect
and nematode hosts42,43. In the most extreme case so
far, an entire copy of the Wolbachia genome was found
in the genome of a fruitfly, and 2% of the transferred
genes were shown to be transcribed42,43. Whether these
transfers are functional, much less adaptive, is unclear
(except for two large, relatively old transfers, the genes of
which are all degenerate), but it is clear that the intimate
association of the two genomes has greatly enhanced
the chances for gene transfer. An important cautionary lesson from these studies42,43 is that many cases of
recent bacterial-to-nuclear HGT might be overlooked if
bacterial sequences are routinely excluded from nuclear
sequence assemblies from the many lineages containing
such symbionts. The second unexpected finding is the
discovery of two unrelated bacterial endosymbionts,
the genomes of which are comparably reduced in size
(160 kb and 245 kb) and protein-coding gene number
(182 and 228) to the genomes of plastids. The smaller of
the two endosymbiont genomes44,45 seems to lack genes
that are thought to be required for DNA replication,
transcription and translation, and is therefore likely to
import host proteins, quite possibly from transferred
bacterial genes; the larger genome46 might also lack some
essential genes.

Prokaryote–eukaryote transfers
Variable amounts of prokaryote–eukaryote HGT.
Excluding genes of obviously endosymbiotic origin, the
number of nuclear genes acquired from bacterial sources
varies enormously between species, with estimates ranging from zero to hundreds. Relatively few multicellular
genomes have been systematically searched for evidence of
bacterial HGT: none of the six sequenced genomes
of land plants and only one of the dozens of sequenced
animal genomes have been analysed. This exception,
notoriously, is our own genome, for which there are no
credible cases of bacterial HGT7–9,14. Relatively few of the
sequenced fungal genomes have been reported to have
been systematically searched, and those that have are
thought to contain only a few bacterial genes (but see
below for a major caveat).
An important limitation in most genome-wide studies is the use of search strategies with initial steps that
inherently bias towards the detection of relatively recent
transfers from bacteria. These include studies that begin
either by a BLAST search to identify all genes in a given
genome that have best hits matching bacterial genes (followed by phylogenetic analysis of all candidate cases of
HGT) or by identifying genes that are present only in the
organism under study (relative to all eukaryotes or to a
set of related ones) and then asking whether they are of
bacterial origin. The identification of genes that are only
present in the organism in question has strongly shaped
the perception that bacterial transfer to fungal genomes
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Box 2 | Protein import: the major constraint on endosymbiotic gene transfer
A crucial component of the transformation of the mitochondrial and plastid
endosymbionts into cellular organelles was the establishment of a complex multisubunit import system to efficiently target proteins that are encoded in the nucleus
back to the organelle126, as this allowed the large-scale movement of genes from
organellar genomes to the nucleus. In the case of the plastid, however, whether this
import system is the outcome of, rather than the reason for, organellar establishment
is the subject of vigorous debate111,127,128. So too is the corollary issue of whether
organelles should be distinguished from their progenitor endosymbionts by genetic
integration with the host cell (and thus endosymbiotic gene transfer, EGT) or simply
by metabolic integration. Targeting to secondary and tertiary plastids (BOX 1) is not
so well characterized, but is known to have extra layers of complexity, reflecting the
need to traverse three to four plastid-bounding membranes (rather than the two in
primary plastids) of divergent origin and properties129.
Ease of ‘importability’ — which includes the full range of issues associated with
efficient protein targeting to the correct organelle, import and proper assembly —
is probably the major factor determining whether and how readily a given organellar
gene is functionally transferred to the nucleus30,130–132; for an alternative view, see
Ref. 133. The core set of organellar-encoded proteins — the proteins retained by
the many highly and independently reduced mitochondrial genomes72,134 and by the
uniquely reduced plastid genome of stereotypical dinoflagellates135 — are virtually
always hydrophobic proteins, which were long thought and increasingly shown to be
the most difficult to properly import and assemble131. For example, comparative
analysis136,137 has shown that exceptional cases of the successful functional transfer of
these most EGT-refractory genes are invariably associated with marked reductions
in hydrophobicity. In one such case, an elegant experimental study132 identified
specific hydrophobicity-reducing amino-acid changes as necessary and sufficient to
make the protein importable. The hydrophobicity–importability hypothesis is also
supported by studies showing that mitochondrial genes encoding hydrophobic
proteins are essentially never transferred in plants despite remarkably frequent
transfer of genes for non-hydrophobic proteins32,33. Import constraints, together with
the evolution of divergent mitochondrial genetic codes in the most reduced
mitochondrial genomes, seem to have locked many lineages (animals most
prominently) into a small, virtually irreducible set of ‘core’ mitochondrial genes.

Rumen
A fermentative compartment
of the digestive system in many
cellulose-digesting vertebrates,
the contents of which are rich
in anaerobic protists and
prokaryotes.

Ciliate
A lineage of protists (for
example, Tetrahymena and
Paramecium), predominantly
predators, defined by the
presence of dimorphic nuclei
and large numbers of short
flagella (cilia) on the surface.
They are members of the
Chromalveolates.

Trypanosomid
A lineage of protist flagellates
(for example, Trypanosoma,
the sleeping-sickness agent),
predominantly made up of
parasites, and home to many
unusual characteristics of
genome structure (for example,
RNA editing). They are
members of the Excavates.

is quite rare. For instance, the genomes of six diverse
hemiascomycetes (yeasts or yeast-like fungi) have been
inferred to contain very few (0–10) genes of bacterial
origin, but all genes that were present in even one other
yeast under consideration were rejected as candidates
for potential bacterial HGT47,48. Less restrictive and
more comprehensive searches for bacterial HGT in
fungi would probably yield more cases, especially given
mounting evidence from single-gene studies (see below)
that certain fungi are actively acquiring genes by HGT.
Despite such analytical limitations, most of the
protist genomes that have been examined contain a
significant number of genes of probable bacterial origin
(Supplementary information S1 (table)). On a percentage basis, HGT (from bacteria at least) contributes less
to protistan genomes than it does to bacterial genomes,
although rumen-dwelling ciliates, which are estimated to
have acquired 4% of their genes from bacteria49, approach
levels of HGT that are commonly found in bacteria.
The number of bacterial genes in any particular nuclear
genome is likely to be a complex function of multiple
factors affecting the likelihood of both the acquisition of
bacterial genes and their fixation and persistence. One
commonly noted factor affecting incorporation of bacterial genes is opportunity, or exposure to bacterial DNA.
Many protists are phagotrophs, they subsist by eating
bacteria and sometimes other eukaryotes (FIG. 2). This

has led to the ‘you are what you eat’ theory of HGT50.
Other protists, although not phagotrophs now, might
have been so for long periods in their past and/or
might live in environments where they are frequently
exposed to bacterial DNA (for example, parasites, rumendwellers and so on). But not all protists are exposed in
this way, and this probably correlates with a lack of
bacterial genes. For example, the non-phagotrophic
green alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii so far seems to
lack bacterial genes51,52, although its recently sequenced
genome has not yet been examined in this regard.
Another factor that is commonly mentioned53,54 is
that eukaryotes with a highly segregated germ line (that
is, animals) will tend to be most sheltered from heritably
meaningful exposure to foreign DNA (and might, for
example, have a role in the contrast between animal and
plant mitochondria mentioned below). This is probably
a relatively strong deterrent to HGT in animals, although
certainly not an absolute one. Several strong cases for
HGT into animal genomes are now known55,56, and we
suspect that when more animal genomes are searched
systematically for HGT other cases will emerge. Each
of these factors, and others, all probably affect the frequency of HGT differently in different lineages, but it
would be too simple to identify one factor as having a
key role across eukaryotes. More probably, the frequency
of HGT is a complex sum of various factors in any extant
lineage. It is important to remember that the interplay of
different factors will change over time as the organism
evolves, but the legacy of previous tendencies will be
preserved in the genome: an organism with traits that
seem to discourage HGT today might have evolved from
ancestors with traits that encouraged it, and it might still
harbour many genes acquired by that ancestor.
Although we can safely generalize that overall levels
of bacterial genes in nuclear genomes vary substantially
among eukaryotes (Supplementary information S1
(table)), too few ‘whole’ genomes have been examined to
allow much insight into patterns, much less rates, of both
horizontal transfer and loss of transferred genes. One
exception is the three recently sequenced trypanosomid
genomes, which were found to contain in aggregate 47
putative genes of bacterial origin57. Only 20 of these
genes were common to all three trypanosomes, whereas
6 genes were found in only two of the three, and 21 were
unique to a single genome, indicating considerable variability in gain and/or loss of bacterial genes within the
estimated 250 million year divergence58 of the three species. A contrasting comparison of Spironucleus salmonicida and Giardia lamblia, which represent the earliest
known split within diplomonads, reveals considerable
(72%) sharing of the 68 bacterial genes found in S. salmonicida, whereas at least a dozen of these transfers seem
to have occurred even more anciently, in the common
ancestor of diplomonads and parabasalians59,60.
Finally, a noteworthy but poorly understood case
of potentially massive HGT comes from the green alga
Ostreococcus tauri. HGT seems not to be a prevalent
feature of the genome as a whole, but chromosome
19 differs from the rest of the genome with respect to
GC ratio, gene density and the proportion of mobile
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elements61. Moreover, genes on chromosome 19 are significantly less likely to share a phylogenetic relationship
with other green algae, and many are weakly related to
bacterial homologues. It was concluded that the entire
chromosome might be derived from some exogenous
source, although whether that source was a bacterium
remains to be shown.

Diplomonad
A lineage of anaerobic or
microaerophic protist
flagellates (for example, Giardia
lamblia), predominantly
parasitic and often studied
because of their reduced
metabolism and mitochondria.
They are members of the
Excavates.

Parabasalian
A lineage of anaerobic or
microaerophic protist
flagellates (for example,
Trichomonas), predominantly
parasitic and often studied
owing to their reduced
metabolism and their
hydrogenosome, a hydrogenproducing mitochondrial relict.
They are members of the
Excavates.

Dinoflagellate
A lineage of protist flagellates
(for example, Alexandrium,
a red tide alga) with
photosynthetic, heterotrophic
and parasitic representatives,
which are known for many
unusual modifications to
genome structure — they
are members of the
Chromalveolates.

Adaptive functions of bacterial genes in eukaryotes.
In addition to the variation among eukaryotes in the
number of genes acquired from bacteria, there is considerable variation in the tendency for certain genes or kinds
of genes to be transferred. For example, some organisms
that have become ecologically specialized are rich in
horizontally transferred genes, and the genes that allow
such adaptations seem to be among the most commonly
acquired. Anaerobic parasites that rely on fermentation
tend to contain many prokaryotic genes that are related to
fermentation or to other aspects of anaerobic metabolism,
and in some cases the same gene has been acquired from
different bacteria in distantly related anaerobic eukaryotes60,62,63. This suggests that the different lineages adapted
to the anaerobic environment by borrowing genes from
bacteria ad hoc, a conclusion that has been reinforced by
the complete genomes of G. lamblia, Trichomonas vaginalis, and particularly Entamoeba histolytica, in which
many of the 96 putatively bacterial genes are related to
its niche of anaerobic metabolism64–66. The genomes of
these highly specialized parasites might be the tip
of the anaerobic iceberg: as mentioned earlier, anaerobic
ciliates that live in the animal rumen contain the highest reported proportion of bacterial genes in a nuclear
genome, and again many of these genes are involved in
metabolic processes that are unique to their environment49. Adaptation to parasitism might also favour the
acquisition of new genes by HGT. Numerous instances
of HGT have been reported in parasites, despite the
often reduced complexity of their proteome12.
The ecological advantages that HGT might confer
during a period of adaptation, such as becoming anaerobic or parasitic, are obvious (and this is not restricted to
bacterial genes), but this is not to imply that HGT is only
associated with extreme adaptations. The Dictyostelium
discoideum genome, for example, was reported to have 18
potential cases of bacterial genes, many of them related
to life in the soil (for example, dipeptidases for degrading
bacterial cell walls, a siderophore for the transport of
ferric iron, and soil toxin-resistance genes)67.
Why are prokaryote–eukaryote transfers relatively common? Most described cases of HGT in eukaryotes involve
bacterial genes. To a significant degree, this reflects two
interrelated experimental biases. First, bacterial transfers are generally much easier to detect than withineukaryote transfers, this is because even with relatively
poor sampling they stand out in phylogenetic analyses
owing to the large evolutionary distance between bacteria and eukaryotes. Second, and consequently, most
studies that have systematically examined whole nuclear
genomes for evidence of HGT have focused on genes of
potential bacterial origin.

This is not to say, however, that the pattern does not
reflect a real biological bias. Some forces might favour
transfer between eukaryotes; for example, a virus crossinfecting close relatives could increase the flow of genes
between them, and a eukaryotic gene product generally might be more likely to interact appropriately with
existing proteins and therefore be retained in another
eukaryotic genome, particularly if it is replacing an
existing gene that encodes a protein that is part of a
co-adapted pathway or complex. On the other hand,
several factors such as gene and genome organization
might favour the transfer of bacterial genes to eukaryotic genomes. All eukaryotes have introns and are therefore able to splice them in principle, but in practice
introns from one species might not splice accurately or
efficiently in a foreign genome if their characteristics
differ. Prokaryotic genomes contain many operons with
clustered functionally related genes, whereas operons
are absent from most nuclear genomes; thus, bacteria
offer an unmatched potential for acquiring an entire
pathway by a single, relatively small transfer event. In
many cases, functionally related genes seem to have
been derived from different bacteria (see Ref. 66 for
an example), so this might not be an important factor
favouring the acquisition of bacterial genes, although
multiple gene transfer is rarely well documented. One
clear example is of two adjacent cyanobacterial genes
that fused when they transferred to the ancestor of
dinoflagellates, leading to a novel subcellular localization
of the second protein68 — other cases have also been
documented (see Ref. 69 for an example).
Although characteristics like these might have some
effect on the frequencies of transfer, the largest biological effect is probably simple opportunity. Bacterial populations are immense in comparison with eukaryotic
populations, so the pool of bacterial genes that can be
acquired in the environment is proportionately larger.
Similarly, many eukaryotes now and throughout their
evolution have eaten bacteria, whereas eukaryotrophs
are comparatively rare, so overall the availability of
prokaryotic genes for transfer into a eukaryotic genome
is probably much greater than for genes from other
eukaryotes.
HGT from prokaryotes to organelles. The above section deals exclusively with the nuclear genome. Despite
ideal conditions for detection (far more organellar
genomes have been sequenced than nuclear genomes,
and transfers should be easy to spot because organelle
genes are generally strongly united phylogenetically),
phylogenomic and other studies have revealed just three
cases of eubacteria-to-plastid HGT. Two are ancient
homologous replacements of pre-existing plastid genes
(in one case, an operon), both marking major clades of
algae70. The third is a more recent acquisition of a gene of
novel function71. Setting aside ambiguous cases involving
genes for phage-type DNA or RNA polymerase, which
were probably acquired from mitochondrial plasmids
of uncertain origin, there is no good evidence for the
direct introduction of bacterial genes into mitochondrial
genomes72.
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Figure 3 | Different kinds of transfer and their effects on gene phylogeny. The organismal trees each represent
Natureevent
Reviews
a hypothetical phylogeny of organisms for which a different type of horizontal gene transfer (HGT)
has| Genetics
taken
place from a red branch to a blue branch. The effects of these events are shown in the gene trees, which represent
the phylogeny of the transferred gene, with the dashed branches indicating lineages that have lost a particular gene.
a,b | These trees show the relatively simple cases of duplication or replacement, the interpretation of which is
straightforward given adequate sampling. b,c | These trees show the difference between recent and ancient events.
d | These trees show the effects of a duplicative transfer followed by differential loss of one gene or the other in the
lineage, a case in which incomplete sampling would greatly distort the interpretation of the events. e | These trees
show two sequential transfers and how this can lead to a complex distribution of a closely related gene among
distantly related organisms. f | These trees show a gene that exists in only a subset of organisms (its origin is
indicated by the dot, and the grey branches lack the gene altogether), the transfer of which leads to a patchy
distribution. If the origin of the gene is by HGT from an even more distantly related group (for example, a prokaryotic
gene transferred to a eukaryote), then this is a special case of sequential transfer.

Oomycete
A lineage of protist parasites
(for example, Phytophthora,
the potato late-blight agent)
that are responsible for
numerous plant diseases,
and were once mistakenly
thought to be fungi but are
really heterokonts. They
are members of the
Chromalveolates.

Osmotrophy
Feeding by absorption of
nutrients directly from the
environment (which can
include a host organism in
the case of parasites).

Eukaryote–eukaryote transfers
Inferring eukaryote–eukaryote HGT and its functional implications. Eukaryote–eukaryote transfer
of nuclear genes is underestimated for a number of
reasons: the sampling of most eukaryotic genes is only
now approaching the level needed to see such events;
there is extensive, often confounding, gene duplication within many nuclear genomes; and there has
not, to our knowledge, been any systematic search of
completely sequenced genomes for within-eukaryote
HGT (this is not true for EST projects, in which several large-scale searches for HGT have been carried
out, see Refs 51,52,73,77,78 for examples). Given all
this, it is noteworthy how many gene phylogenies have
led to the conclusion that genes are in fact transferred
between eukaryotes10,11,26,27,51,59,60,62,74–83. Many of these
acquired genes replaced an existing homologue rather
than introducing a new function, but this might largely
reflect the way these transfers were detected rather than
any real bias. Indeed, cases in which novel functions
have been acquired are particularly well described in
fungi, and include changes to mating that can affect
population structure81,84, uptake and synthesis of small
molecules48,82,85, or the transfer of virulence factors 80.

This last case is notable for its recentness: an 11 kb
region containing a toxin gene is thought to have been
transferred to a previously avirulent fungal species
only about 70 years ago. Many of these are transfers
between two fungi (some of which were closely related
strains86), but fungal genes have been transferred to
other eukaryotic groups with important effects: in one
particularly interesting case, 11 genes from filamentous
fungi were found in oomycetes, and because many of
these have important functions in osmotrophy this led to
the conclusion that HGT played a part in the convergent
adaptation to plant pathogenesis in the two groups79.
Of emerging importance is an alternative means for
identifying transfers between two eukaryotes, which
takes advantage of rare events that allow HGT between
eukaryotes to be tracked more easily (Fig. 3). For example, if a eukaryotic lineage acquired a prokaryotic gene
by HGT and this gene was subsequently transferred
to other eukaryotes, the result would be two or more
distantly related eukaryotes possessing closely related
prokaryotic genes (FIG. 3e,f). The prokaryotic origin of the
gene (in addition to being another case of HGT) is a ‘tag’
that allows the subsequent transfer of the gene between
eukaryotes to be detected, even without ideal sampling
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or an unusually well-resolved phylogeny. A number of
such cases have been described and interpreted in this
way, on the basis of several distinctive tags17,59,62,74,87–89. In
some cases, genes that previously seemed to be the result
of relatively simple HGT with replacement or duplication (FIG. 3a,b) have, with greater sampling, been revealed
to be more consistent with multiple losses or multiple
transfers between eukaryotes88 (FIG. 3d,e,f). The most
complex case is elongation factor-like protein (EFL), a
GTPase hypothesized to have been transferred between
eukaryotes, replacing an ancient paralogue, translation
elongation factor EF‑1α, as it moves17,87. This and other
genes with similarly complex distributions suggest that
transfers between eukaryotes might be more common
than we currently realize; however, finer-scale sampling
of EFL and EF‑1α in green algae conversely suggests
that differential gene loss probably also has a role in its
distribution, at least at this scale17. Whether this applies
to larger scales is not certain, but as the number of distinct groups with EFL continues to expand, the case for
eukaryote–eukaryote HGT alone explaining its overall
distribution loses strength. Ultimately, the distribution
of EFL is probably due to HGT and other forces, emphasizing the need for more sampling of even relatively wellsampled genes.

Heterokont
A lineage of protist (for
example, oomycete parasites
and kelps) with photosynthetic,
heterotrophic and parasitic
representatives, all of which are
united by the possession of
uniquely dimorphic flagella.
They are members of the
Chromalveolates.

Haptophyte
A lineage of photosynthetic
protist (for example, Emiliania),
predominantly marine, some of
which form massive marine
blooms, and many of which
make distinctive calcium
carbide scales that have
contributed significantly to
limestone deposits. They are
members of the
Chromalveolates.

Chlorarachniophyte
A lineage of photosynthetic
protist (for example,
Bigelowiella) with amoeboid
and flagellate life stages, best
known for their retention of a
relict nucleus of their green
algal plastid endosymbiont,
known as a nucleomorph. They
are members of the Rhizaria.

Plastid-targeted proteins. Without the benefit of such
special circumstances, only a few proteins have been
adequately sampled and have a sufficiently clear evolutionary history to reveal major trends in HGT across
a diversity of eukaryotes. One such class of genes are
the nuclear genes for proteins that are targeted to the
plastid. These genes are relatively well sampled, and
in nearly all algal groups we have a clear expectation
that they should be related to either red or green algal
homologues, depending on the origin of the plastid in
question (FIG. 1; BOX 1). However, in dinoflagellates, heterokonts, haptophytes and chlorarachniophytes, EST projects
have revealed that a sizable minority of these genes are
related to the wrong algal lineage, probably as a result
of HGT between algae (other genes are derived from
non-cyanobacterial prokaryotic lineages and are also
interpreted to be the result of HGT)51,73,75,77,78,89. By contrast, the same genes from the green alga C. reinhardtii
do not show signs of HGT51, once again revealing the
variability in HGT to different lineages. It is noteworthy
that in some of these algae51 the proportion of genes
inferred to be derived by HGT is greater than the highest reported proportion of bacterial genes in eukaryotic
genomes (Supplementary information S1 (table)), so if
plastid-targeted proteins are representative of the rest
of the genome, transfers of genes between eukaryotes
might be abundant in some lineages.
Organelle–organelle HGT. Although thousands of
animal mitochondrial genomes have been sequenced,
only a single study has claimed that HGT has occurred
in animal mitochondrial DNA. Nevertheless, the claim
is extraordinary in that multiple recent transfers of the
mitochondrial cytochrome b (cytb) gene are inferred
among three sympatric species of beetles in Mexico90.

Like the mitochondrial DNA of animals (but with the
possible exception of these beetles), plastid DNA of land
plants is devoid of HGT, whereas plant mitochondrial
DNA is unexpectedly active in HGT. Potential reasons
for this disparity, as well as important findings from
the study of HGT in plant mitochondria, are discussed
in BOX 3.

Eukaryote–prokaryote transfers
Providing new functions to bacteria. Few cases of
eukaryotic-to-prokaryotic HGT have been reported, the
most interesting being several apparently recent transfers of genes that are otherwise found only in eukaryotes. In two cases the proteins have central roles in the
cytoskeleton, and therefore they must impart some
novel function to their new hosts. Alpha- and betatubulins are encoded in the bacterium Prosthecobacter
by an operon that includes another eukaryotic gene
— for kinesin light chain 91. Both tubulins seem to
have structural differences compared with canonical
tubulins92, but they do form profilaments with similar
properties and seem to polymerize by some cooperative
assembly mechanism92,93. Similarly, genes for actin and
the functionally associated profilin have been found
adjacent to each other in the genome of a single strain of
the cyanobacterium Microcystis aeruginosa94. As with the
Prosthecobacter tubulins, the actin has been localized
and found to form a shell within the cell wall, suggesting
again that the protein has taken on some structural role
in the bacterium94. Another interesting case is fructose
bisphosphate aldolase (FBA), an enzyme that exists as
two non-homologous analogues, one common to bacteria and one common to eukaryotes. Several isolates of
the closely related cyanobacteria Prochlorococcus and
Synechococcus have been found to possess a eukaryotic
FBA, which is located adjacent to the bacterial analogue
that is ancestral to cyanobacteria 95. The transferred
gene is clearly derived from the plastid-targeted FBA
of red algae, suggesting it might have taken on a role
in carbon fixation in these ecologically important
cyanobacteria95.
Why are eukaryotic genes rare in prokaryotic genomes?
Given how many prokaryotic genomes have been
sequenced and how much prokaryote-to-prokaryote
HGT has been found, the paucity of eukaryote-toprokaryote transfers begs explanation, all the more so
because transfers from a distantly related source such
as eukaryotes should be easy to detect. In particular,
no large-scale eukaryotic contribution has been documented in any prokaryotic genome. One potentially
interesting case was made for eukaryotic genes related
to pathogenicity in Mycobacterium tuberculosis 96,
but this was subsequently undermined by further
analyses97. Introns are major barriers when present, but
they are absent from many genes in many eukaryotes.
Opportunity might be a major factor; as described above,
population sizes of bacteria are far greater and therefore
offer a larger pool of potential donors, and the overall
amount and intimacy of direct interaction between
cells is probably much greater within the bacterial
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world than between bacteria and eukaryotic cells.
Gene transfer from eukaryotes to bacteria should be
disfavoured by the processes of conjugation and transduction, whereas transformation should in general be
neutral with respect to donor DNA. Finally, eukaryotes
might simply not have much to offer in the way of genes
that are potentially useful in bacterial evolution.

HGT and eukaryotic phylogeny
Although HGT should now be recognized as an
important force in the evolution of many groups of
eukaryotes and their genes, including some genes
previously thought to be ‘immune’ to HGT83,87, there
is no reason to think that it is so prevalent as to undermine efforts to reconstruct a dichotomously branching

Box 3 | Horizontal gene transfer in the plant cytoplasm
Despite far greater sampling of plastid than mitochondrial
Arabidopsis
96
genes and genomes, there is no evidence for horizontal
Brassica
transfer of eukaryotic genes in plastid genomes of land
Vicia
plants70, even though horizontal gene transfer (HGT) is
138
Beta
surprisingly common in plant mitochondria . Why would
Oenothera
two genomes within the same cytoplasm show such
strikingly different rates of HGT? One possibility is more
Amborella
82
efficient uptake of exogenous DNA by plant mitochondria,
Agave
which possess an active system for the uptake of double99
Zea
stranded DNA139, whereas a plastid DNA-uptake system
Oryza
has not been reported. Another possibility is that HGT
Helianthus
is mediated by direct contact and then fusion
94
Lonicera
between donor and recipient organelles,
69
in which case the far greater
Eschscholzia
propensity of mitochondria
100
Platanus
98
than plastids to fuse with one
Nuphar
another140,141 could explain the
Amborella
64
rate differences. According to
86
Cycas
95
the fusion hypothesis, plant
Ginkgo
mitochondrial genomes should
100
Pinus
preferentially take up other
mitochondrial sequences by
Psilotum
HGT, and indeed this is the case
83 Brachythecium
so far, with the donors limited
Hookeria
70
to other land plants138.
Amborella
However, these two patterns
85
Orthodontium
could be a sampling artefact
Ulota
of the PCR approaches used,
96
and so sequencing HGT-rich
Rhacocarpus
plant mitochondrial
Physcomitrella
53
genomes is crucial to
100
Sphagnum
distinguishing between the
Andreaea
fusion and uptake
Marchantia
hypotheses. Differences in

An angiosperm

Amborella

A moss
streamlining pressures might
also contribute to the striking disparity in organellar HGT rates, as the more compact genomes of
plastids
are probably
Nature
Reviews
| Genetics
less likely to incorporate foreign DNA and more likely to lose it.
Several other findings have emerged from the study of HGT in plant mitochondria:
• Most transfers are recent events, being restricted to a single plant genus or even a limited subset of species within a
genus142–144.

• Most transferred genes published so far seem to be non-functional and to coexist with a native, functional homologue.
• A few intriguing cases have been described in which a foreign gene has recombined with the native copy, creating a
chimeric, probably functional gene145,146, and many more cases of ‘chimeric HGT’ await publication (J.D.P., unpublished
observations).
• Mitochondrial HGT sometimes occurs on a massive scale: the mitochondrial genome of the basal angiosperm Amborella
possesses proportionately more foreign DNA than even the most HGT-rich bacterial genomes147 (J.D.P., unpublished
observations). As an example, the figure shows a native copy of nad5 in Amborella (middle Amborella branch), and
foreign copies derived from angiosperms (upper Amborella branch) and mosses (lower Amborella branch). The numbers
on the branches represent bootstrap support, a statistical measure of confidence in that relationship.
• Although there are many ways in which DNA could theoretically move between plants (by any number of biological
vectors, by plant-to-plant contact, by illegitimate pollination or by transformation, for example), five studies provide
evidence from phylogeny and sometimes biogeography or life history, that a major route involves direct contact
between donor and recipient plants. In all these cases, a parasitic flowering plant is involved as either the transfer
donor142,144 or as recipient from its obligate host plant146,148,149 (FIG. 2).
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Box 4 | Transposable elements: indicators of overlooked horizontal gene transfer?

Monophyly
In phylogeny, a common
ancestor and all its
descendants are monophyletic
(for example, animals), as
opposed to a collection of
organisms that does not
include their common ancestor,
which are polyphyletic (for
example, flying animals).
Monophyletic is sometimes
subdivided into holophyletic
(the most recent common
ancestor and all things that
evolved from it, for example,
animals) and paraphyletic (the
most recent common ancestor,
but not all the things derived
from it, for example, reptiles —
from which birds evolved).

Chromalveolates
A hypothetical ‘supergroup’
of protists, including
apicomplexa, dinoflagellates,
ciliates, heterokonts,
haptophytes and
cryptomonads, all of which are
hypothesized to have diverged
from an ancient common
ancestor that has acquired a
plastid by secondary
endosymbiosis with a red alga.

There is a wealth of evidence that transposable elements (TEs) move horizontally in eukaryotes, often at considerable
frequency (see Refs 150–152 for examples). Here we focus exclusively on the predictive use of TEs as sensitive
indicators of the potential for horizontal gene transfer (HGT). This reflects both the mobility property of TEs, which
enhances their rate of incorporation into a foreign genome relative to regular genes, and the fact that they tend, for
reasons that vary according to type of element, to be highly persistent even though they are not under selection in
their new genome. We predict that in groups of eukaryotes in which frequent horizontal transfer of TEs has been
found, HGT of non-mobile elements — genes in particular — will also be discovered, albeit at lower frequency. For
example, 5 years after a homing group I intron was shown to be frequently transferred between mitochondrial
genomes of angiosperms153, HGT of plant mitochondrial housekeeping genes was discovered143,145 and is now known
to be fairly common (BOX 3).
Fruitflies and yeasts stand out because, despite ample evidence for frequent TE transfer within each group150 as
well as the availability of many complete genome sequences in each group, within-group HGT has not, to our
knowledge, been reported. This apparent lack of HGT could be real, which would raise interesting biological
questions. For example, are TEs super-mobile within these groups, or are rates of introduction, fixation and/or
persistence of foreign genes somehow retarded? Alternatively, perhaps nobody has looked thoroughly for HGT —
especially within-group HGT — in flies and yeasts, and some cases of HGT might be waiting to be found. In this
regard, note that it took a full 9 years after the Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome was sequenced for it to be
searched for even a limited subset of potential bacterial-to-yeast HGTs, yet 10 such transfers were found48. To our
knowledge, other than the human genome, none of the many sequenced animal genomes, including the dozen
sequenced fruitfly genomes, have been methodically searched for bacterial HGT, much less for eukaryote–eukaryote
HGT. We are unaware of any systematic pan-fungal searches for eukaryote–eukaryote HGT. Few of the many
sequenced yeast and other fungal genomes have been thoroughly examined for bacterial HGT48,154,155, and even
fewer have been searched for fungal–fungal HGT86.
If the evidence from TEs for especially frequent phylogenetically local horizontal transfer extends to the genome
more generally, as it does in angiosperm mitochondria (see above), then HGT could be particularly difficult to fix and
detect in organisms such as S. cerevisiae, in which foreign DNA integrates predominately by homologous
recombination. Relatively distantly related foreign genes are likely to lead to abortive recombination, or,
if recombination is successful, to deleterious chimeric genes, whereas closely related genes will tend to produce
subtly chimeric genes that are difficult to detect. Detecting HGT-generated chimeric genes, even between distantly
related eukaryotes, often requires dense taxonomic sampling and/or luck in the form of fortuitous signature
sequences74,145,146 (J.D.P., unpublished observations).
We have used flies and yeasts as examples, but we wish to emphasize that a growing number of studies report the
occasional to frequent horizontal spread of TEs (especially group I introns151,156,157) in a diversity of eukaryotes
(especially fungi151), and thus these elements might serve as widely useful indicators. As above, a disproportionate
share of these TE transfers seem to occur between relatively closely related eukaryotes, raising intriguing questions as
to why, and even more so if, these patterns do indeed extend to genic HGT.

tree of eukaryotic phylogeny, much less call for the
replacement of the tree metaphor with a ‘web of life’
metaphor, as some have controversially suggested for
prokaryotes1. The history of some genes is probably
so encumbered with multiple transfers and differential losses that these transfers are unlikely to ever be
useful as phylogenetic markers11,16, but, in a few cases
at least, HGT can be viewed as a positive for reconstructing eukaryotic phylogeny, because in principle
each transfer has the potential to serve as a valuable
phylogenetic marker98. In these cases, a transferred
gene is found in many or all members of several diverse
lineages, supporting their common ancestry. Generally,
the shared transfer is noticed because it supports an
existing hypothesis16,27,59,60,68,70,99–101, and at other times
it provides the first strong evidence for a novel major
group — for example, cryptophytes plus haptophytes70,
the monophyly of which was swiftly confirmed by
multigene phylogenetic analyses102,103. In two cases,
transfers have been proposed to even pre-date one of
the eukaryotic supergroups (FIG. 1): animals and fungi
possess a haloarchaeal tyrosyl-tRNA synthetase 104,
and photosynthetic chromalveolates possess the same
bacterial fructose bisphosphate aldolase105.

How does age affect HGT?
The relatively ancient transfers discussed above constitute a small minority of the current catalogue of
prokaryote–eukaryote transfers, the bulk of which are
restricted to a single eukaryote or to a small group of
relatively closely related eukaryotes. This imbalance is
striking, and there are several factors that could contribute to such a pattern. First, the more ancient a transfer,
the harder it is to detect because a narrow distribution
and a close relationship to donor are characteristics
that make evidence for transfer most compelling, but
they both deteriorate with age (for example, compare
FIG. 3b,c with FIG. 3a,d). Second, as described above, the
approaches used to detect bacterial-to-eukaryote HGT
in sequenced genomes have a sampling bias that favours
detection of relatively recent transfers. Third, our perception of what constitutes ancient versus recent transfers is
necessarily tied to our understanding of divergence times
within the eukaryotic radiation, and here there is great
uncertainty. Most importantly, if the major groups of
eukaryotes arose during a relatively compressed period,
as suggested by some recent molecular-clock analyses58,106,
then this might account for at least part of the pattern.
Fourth, many transfers might be relatively transient.
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If transferred genes are likely to be lost over time, then
a snap-shot of foreign genes in a genome at any one
time will be dominated by relatively recent transfers.
The fate of foreign genes over the long term has not
been investigated in eukaryotes, but an intriguing analysis of genes transferred into one bacterial genus showed
that most transfers were indeed transient107,108. This is
consistent with the kinds of genes that are most often
found to have been transferred: these include operational
genes — those involved in the metabolism of small molecules that might confer a short-term advantage tied to a
particular habitat. This correlation has been interpreted
differently before: the complexity hypothesis109 argues
that the likelihood of the ‘transfer’ of a gene (more properly, the likelihood of its fixation and the replacement
of its native homologue) is inversely correlated to the
complexity of the interactions between its product and
other cellular components. This is probably true, but the
same conditions can be argued to make the eventual loss
of operational proteins easier, and so the genes that are
most likely to be transferred are probably those that
are most likely to be later discarded. To the extent that this
fourth factor is operating in eukaryotes, HGT might
have a more significant role in the short term relative
to the long haul of evolutionary time. A major challenge
for future HGT studies in eukaryotes is to minimize the
confounding effects of the first three factors in order to
ultimately measure rates of both HGT and the loss of
genes acquired by HGT.

Conclusions and emerging questions
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